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Company profile
Liquid of Life LLC is the
premier provider of alternative
drinking water solutions in the
region, assisting businesses in
reducing administration and operational costs associated with
plastic bottled drinking water.

What’s new for this year?
The majority of drinking water
is provided by using 5 gallon or
single-use plastic bottles which
is costly both to the environment and on an administrative
and operational level for many
FM providers. Liquid of Life
LLC implements a number of
point-of-use water purifiers/dispensers that provide a healthier
alternative to bottled water.
The bottle-free units with the
in-built water filtration system
are connected directly to an
existing water supply. Using
filters manufactured in the
USA, tested and accredited by
NSF and ANSI, the water is
purified, mineralised and then
kept heated and chilled ready to
be dispensed for drinking. The
mineral content of the water
dispensed exceeds the quality
of most bottled water, and the
filters ensure that the quality
of the water dispensed remains
consistent. All the dispensers
have a service agreement,
which guarantees the units are
properly maintained every year
and come with a 5-year guarantee on the refrigeration.
As the units are all Blue Energy Star rated, they consume
45% less energy than conventional water coolers.
Implementing the units
allows FM providers to reduce
the waste generated through
use of plastic bottles.

Past projects
Liquid of Life LLC solutions
have been installed in various
gym facilities across the UAE
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and in hotels including Radisson
Hotel, Yas Island.
More recently a bottle-free
system was installed in the
Bewei Lounge that offers its
clients a non-invasive body
sculpting treatment with a key
emphasis on drinking plenty of
fresh filtered water as part of its
treatment process.

Why choose Liquid of Life LLC?
The units are modern and sleek
in design and come in a range
of finishes including real wood,
brushed aluminum and stainless steel. The fantastic appearance allows for the dispensers
to be a feature - front and back
of house. No longer is a water
dispenser an eyesore, it can be
a value-adding feature to public
areas, such as club houses,
gyms, spas and cafeterias.
They are quick and easy to
install, with a t-junction on the
nearest mains water supply,
being all that is needed. There
is no need for time consuming
PPR piping, as genuine John
Guest quick push-fit fittings and
piping is used. The piping can
therefore be quickly dismantled
and the units moved to other
locations if necessary with the
minimum amount of hassle.
Ongoing running costs
include filter changes every
10,000 litres and maintenance of
the units. Some FM providers
are now enjoying annual savings
of up to 80% against the previous
cost of bottled water. Furthermore, as a result of implementing the units, FM providers will
reduce their carbon footprint
and the water footprint associated with their plastic bottled
water consumption.
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